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PSYCHOLOGICAL GESTUHB

RHYTHMICAL LAWS

FEELING. 0? THE WHOLE

Scenes from l’ickwiok:

PsiqndLosxcrxL czsrums:

> Thpro _aro any different ways to apply tho psycho-

logiogl gesture. but at this nommt. it in theW;

and you can. apply it just as you 111:0. You can have many

gestures for the scene, or you dun do 1310-when uccno on the

one gesture because it is the ggcholomr no are working on.

For instance. I'm‘a in 41' long. minding, gonturc, while Joe

hat: the gouturo of rocking an 2‘. very big wave - picaannt

fucking. San had 1231:: gop‘yuro. of fixing many. many mull

screws any} brih'Eing than in order. I

In the scum bntwocp'Jipglo and Tupngn. Jingle has

the gopturd or molding definite gesmrefi and'ehup'oa. Tupmn

hau‘ the quality of jaw-mucus thinking H6 is trying to

grasp. to mdorutand what Jingle is speaking about. From

.ug‘not a look." until "I will." take the conditiongithnt‘you are

building a small building which in higher and highor and finer

and finqr until an the tlgoy of it in .‘I will," from Tupmn.

‘n'lhon Tupman mayo. “Give ho:- my love.‘ he taken tho

gesture as if ho in covering somobudy with zi vary- Hit-0‘s vapor.

Jingle accepts all thin with pleasure. Tupmn 1:1- in ccatnéy'

when Jingle says. “Have yam..." ate.‘ when Jingl'q says, '"Dcm't '

worry. I‘ll take euro of her.“ it is again the mo‘iding gesture.
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Jingle'e gesture when speaking to Joe in as if hon

in tern b i:meen two things - he is heremd there 4 psycholog—

ically. When he own, "He in here." he Me the geeture of

putting Benefiting definitely in place - a final thing.

in the scene between Emily. Snedgmee. and Tupnnn.

Tupnzm in interacted only in Joe - he in the director of the

perfemnnce for him no that his love vex-do to £13in are not

love words at all. it is Just bueineee for the benefit of

Joe. Therefore. Emily does not understand him at an. Ear

gesture for the whole name ie one of wide expaneien.

Snedgraen has the gesture of having a very high which in his

hence. which he in trying to push into the earth with diffi-

culty. Rachel's words are like fire-works in this name.

Tupnzm doee hie buoincee with a certain pleasure. no if put-

ting everything in order. Snedgmee' business in a much more

intellectual (me than an emotional ene. Tupnen in like u

photographer - he hce u. ccmin ability to foresee the shape

that must be there.

In the scene hotneen Jingle and Rachel, Jingle

tries to display before Rachel W big thinge which he

throne before her when he says. “Have you convinced your-

nelf?” Rachel in like a small little engine which gene on -

e. very small. small engine which is revolving very quickly.

M: the moment when Jingle new. "You will take my)". every- ,

thing before her geee to pieces. The whole world craehen
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and a new world in hem. A new idea. It is like the lust

dnye of Pompeii. - a thunder more ~ everything falls in

piooee - it in a. great treneltlon from this 55311 engine

which she 10 ee concentrated on. to thin greet cataclysm-

After Jingle has created all these big geeturoe.

he puts a. very small red thing in from; of Rachel. Hie

gesture in from the big to the small. Amer. ”Ah. hr.

Jingle." he has again the molding geetere. hm: with great

care and very elewly. This gives the leproeeien that 5.1: is

a dangerous buelneee. ‘ For Rachel. during vhie fine-‘whlle

Jingle to speaking. all that was dieturhee and {telling dorm

. before come into acne kind of omer. After they run 159-

etelre, they been have the cane careful-naming gaef'uro.

when they nee-Pleku'lek. Rachel taken the gesture of felling

dorm into an abyée; Thin breaks the atmosphere or the

night ~ the scandal beginn. For Jingle elee everything is

finished, and he speaks me he mute to. He thrown ee-if

heavy things to the heavens. and becomes immediately rude

and loud. while Rachel fella more and more im‘m the abyss.

In the scene between :‘Irrabella and Winkle fihere in

more of the chasing buoinese. Amholm it: openly and honestly

looking for a man before Hmklovziliepeere, then eha chengee.

When he says, "mien Arabella." he definitely blown out the

11.35%. 1. ”He." 2, she gets the idea of blowing out the .

candle. 3. she in ready for him. "Ahl' winklo'n objective
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in he wente to en‘eraeo her. Arabella'e ebéoctive in to be

embraced - ehe hze the quality of an 11:11:31. a tiger.

The chm-amen of Stiggins in will making the

suffering - eufi'orinc: for the whole world. This in tho

 

thie rmokfi-eflforing. dbmbino the evil epitit and the

world-suffering .. find the balance between-the two. He ueee

ene M: one time and then the ether. Another thing euet be

there - everything nuet be vague - he pretends to be e. p'ro-

phet. like Meeee. It canoe through him - everything through

him .. it is net 1: pemcnal thing. 11: comes from above. like

:1 water pipe. The eater cenee from above. rune through him

and out - that in hie mepimtien. Aamye the connection

with the higher world. Perhepe he only seen an angel with

1110 visage. but 1‘2: in the higher world for him. Three thinge

he num‘: have: 1. World eel-rev . cuffering. 2. Anger - wrath.

3; Inspiration - veiled. Like 11 bad clergynm. he in a hoe-

eenger from heaven. Everything in veiled. and thin nukes

everything he eaye and deed greater.- and larger because God

in crying through him — net hieeelf. '15: you can really cry

with team. then you will get the real quality of the bigot.

the hypocrite. They are always human? in a certain way. such

people. They believe in what they do. and can even cry real

team. '

Scene III:
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Listen to the scene an people whehnvo toéppear

on the atugo in a few minutes. The feeling of ‘truth it: the

Inuit: which we must have for everything. on top of which we

can renew other suggestions. In this my we will go oh

much quicker. Take it no eel-lonely as you arm. The psyche-

logy of Stiggine it: the? of an Lnupired pox-eon. The firm:

section is up to the p019? whore Rachel caya. “15y brother.“

\‘Ihon Jingle and Rachel onto:- Mtu. Weller'u inn. take the

following cendiflcnu. Yau are both pursued. concmtmte on

your pureuem and try to be here in the room with the Shop-

hord and the women. but absent-minded. no it were. Their

real nfifienthn lo somewhere :11ch and 113.105 um. . San must

increase the quality of spying and insistence. Ho mate-to

”mew whet the business in the? it: going on. Add to Rachel

and Jinélo'u cendiflcn ms atmosphere of thinking. longing. W;

as if nature itself in in u tronandouu hummcmd they are

caught up by it. The atmosphere in not so much infinite and

humn. but 5.1: 1:: part of thin huge dmonelon...the quality of

raging nature. The came in true of the whole scene. except

for the end. The hym and the inspiration also comes free

nature.

Imagine the air around you filled with the Menu--

phoro — filled with thin raging thing around you. Don't try

to squeeze anything out of yournalvea - that would be wrong. '

humming is in tremendous movement. in you and around you.
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If you will imagine thio raging otmoephoro truly. fireu'uill

become either as anon on a mouse or no big on King Lear.

You will merge with it. Rachel will become like o mouse and

Jingle like King Lear; Stiggine taken the atmosphere on

inepiratien.‘ He is oivraye involved in it. throwheut the whole

Boone. rrho thunder atom ie hie inspiration. It fame o

five-5 in it, throughout fix:-  oloud around him. ”.0 iv My? '

Listen and rely upon the omeephbromnd you will get

more euggootione than you will from any director initho eerld.’

Listen to what the thunder otom eon give you. and than you

”Swill go’s: inspiration which will lead you in your 07m individual.,-,_.m,.._.‘

my. Alrmyo imagine tho atmosphere around you.

The third moment in when they enter the teen and

the. loo-p0 are 112. everyone concentrates on Jingle in en

atmosphere of great pension. Everyone hoe surrounded Jingle.

n01: phyeicauy. but wirifiually. They prose him to the well

and keep him 'thore. Everyone epcuho with tension in the

scene that if you move. you will be killed. After Rachel

eoyo. “I on free." there to on opposite movement. A big.

wide movement .. fly out of the room - a big breath — then

back to him. IEhe psychological gesture in to prose someone,

to the well with ouch tonoion that if he takes one move. you

will kill him. It will be e muted thing.

Jingle hoe the opposite thing - he is pressed to

the troll, therefore. he ionot aggressive. but he defohde
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himuolf. Him goaturo ii: one of dofchuo. like a backward

"A" with palm: turned to “chem at his throat. Ho ham this

genturo of defiance the whole time. Then comes a. gosturp

for everyonc of 9092:1033 and gr'eat non-m7 on. "I will write

out the cheque." It in D. gesture of burying a bolovud

child. The gcm’curo of tension remains for: Rachal'and

Jingle. After. "Take him mmyl". th'o gunturb in fine of

short. quick 3mm and blown. The punsou are very important

here. I

Everyone goes away to watch Jingle depart. Rachel

and Tupmn run-gin filofioy Thu gesture for both is met

closest embrace. Tho whole scene io'paychologically like

that. To thin gesture add a quality of very great heat.

“Tho gesture of close embrace it) one of a dead‘point - it is

ntutic. Vary. vex-3r. very hot and imitate.

RENTImICAL LAWS!

Thin static moment in very important. If no more

to speak Iran the rhythmical point of View. we would any that

we have a contrast between the scans of great movement. and

we hnvo brought this scene to a moment which in immovable.

This use of a rhythmical 1m: makes the scene much stronger.

One of the rhythmical laws which is extremal}; interesting

and very strong — if the thing goes on in accordance with

rhythmicalllawa, whatever tgiey are. they are all the things
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which we saw before. they become alive again in a later moment.

Imagine the scene of thunder atom and moving.

eheuting people ~ if' the enema between Rachel and Tuptnn were

done in the same moving u“ . the scene which happened before

would die cutt _ Bue when it in done] in this innova'ble my. the

previeue scene comes again to the mind of the audience. and

it in here. So there ere rhythmical means to preserve the

ecenee which in time are gone - paseed — have been uccompliehed.

out of time they can be brought back. And thin in one of the

meet important 1mm in rhythm. he want he preserve everything

FEELING OF THE WHOLE! _ '

This leads to another rhyfihuicul lee which we knew

no the feelin of the nhele. If we ere able, by means of

rhythm. to keep everything which has already panned, end ta

bring it eemehow blah. we give the audience the oppoe‘cxmity

to experience the feeling of the whole - the audience has

the whole thing which have alreadypeeed ~ in one ineten‘c £111

in preeent there. I

The next moment - the feueth - ie when Pickwick gate

the letter. Af’eor they are sure that Jingle has gone. Pick-

vie}: canoe in to collect hie things with Sam. who in very

business-like end eatiefied that he hae saved the situation.

Then Pickwick made the letter line by line. It is a meet

friendly scene for Liam. He in very fond of Pickwick - they
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are like two brothers. When Rschel and Tupmn hear the

voices. they try to resolve their gesfiure - not suddenly.

- but as 5.: nothing has been hcforo. without any Jerking.

Tupmzn is half here. helf‘there. Pickwick is half in his

thoughts and half there - the some is unfinished. Pick-

Jgielg fig’hnot stop his mind zeingicm about the letter. \‘Iardle

is viegerieus. He has dsne all the business. sacrificed the

messy. and is ready to stem is n02"! life.

The sequence of the scheme and the construction of

the scene is, first the atmosphere of a raging store in which

. people are caught one are involved in. One person gets inspir-

ation from the stem. 0.1 this gesture, Rachel and Jingle

ease in ~ {she wind bless them into the recs - ehey are actually

not in the room in their spirits - they are miles and miles

away. trying to sec» and hear, and feel. and touch their pursuers.

who are 1:13.105~ and miles away from the scene. So the business

here is very absent-minded.»

Than the next moment comes 7 the takers increases.

the pursuers are here - all those powers of stem end pumuers

bring one big new wave of stars. The!) the gesture of the

victim being pushed to the null. then the second moment when

it becomes a‘ static pressing to the wall. This changes to

the third moment whieh‘is the gesture of the same tension.

but with the soft qualities of sen-es in burying the child.

After this. when Hurdle breaks the atmosphere. there Edgins
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a kind of boxing with uhorfi; blown and long pauooo in butvocn.

After £1110 cppoa the hat. infinite embracing gosfinra between

Rachel. and Tupmn. - Then the 1113i: moment when the hot gesture

diuuolvoa infidngiply. and the 1mm gesture in abort. quiet.

, —.--.~»m-_—e

tempo for mum and miles. The lust moment in when pauses

are 01mm: and Dinner psychologically. and m 1'13ch on one

Masflod nmuflt ’ of suspense .


